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PREFACE

Broadly, the objective of the American Historical Association's
History Education Project (AHA/HEP) is to promote more, and more effective

cooperation among professional historians and school personnel for improv-

ing the teaching of history in the schools. A first step is to generate

dialogue and interaction between and among historians, professional edu-

cationists in the universities, and school personnel at all levels-r-with

a view toward improving the program of,history-education. Such dialogue

and interaction is not restricted to national boundaries; it extends to

all those working toward the improvement of-the teaching of history, both

in this country and abroad.
_ This Occasional Paper describes the work beirig done in England

by The Schools Council Project in History 13-16,-the first national project

exclusively devoted to research and development on the teaching of history

in the English secondary schools. Peter D. Wenham identifies the objectives

of "The Schools Council Project in HistorY 13-16," and certain conclusions

which have emerged from the initial stages of investigation, summarizes

critical obstacles to greater progress in the improvement of the teaching

of history, and describes the actions which have been taken based upon the

findings gathered during the early stages of the investigationwhile at

the same time moving foward with efforts to gather additional data and fresh

input.
I found especially interesting the descriptions of the experiences

with attempts to develop an experimental framework for syllabus construction:

trying first a conceptual structure of history, and then trying one based

upon a taxonomy of educational objectivesand the explanation behind the

final decision to abandon both of these in-favor of a framework based upon

"the uses of history for the adolescents." I am reminded of the question

posed by Fred M. Newmann some years ago in the Winter, 1965 issue ofThe

School Review: "Can a discipline have a structure independent of the scholars'

ability to articulate it ?" (p.413) Even more recently, the authors of the

Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation of Student Learning (N.Y.:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971)---who are certainly more positively inclined

toward the notion of the "structure of a subjecethan Newmann---themselves

take issue with the idea the. "the structure of a field is synonymous with

the proper instruction in the subject field." (p.12)

One,of the early findings of the Schools Council Project was that

"teachers regard examinations as a paramount priority-and, moreover, will not
consider changes in their teaching unless these relate to the examination

which their students will take...." This editor is very impressed with the

examination program suggested by the Project; I regard their proposed exam-
ination process as providing the student with a genuine opportunity for an

insightful learning experience.



Also of interest is the fact that the Project has established

minimum criteria for trial schools. Too often (in my view)-the pattern
followed in curriculum work in the United States has been one of trying

to see how many schools we could introduce new materials into rather than

attempting to assess the real commitment of certain schools and student
populations to a particular way of studying and learning history.

I look foward to seeing the teaching materials which the Project
,plans to produce and note that -high priority is being given at a very
early stage to the questions and issues concerning dissemination of these

materials.
The Project's proposed mode of evaluation, which relies more

on case studies than computerized statistical data processing, offers

still another dimension for analyzing the effectiveness of efforts to bring

about edUCational change.
We of the AHA/HEP at Stony Brook are grateful to The Schools

Council Project in History 13-16 for their willingness to share their ideas

with us and to enter into the on-going dialogue and.interaction.

Stony Brook, New York E. Seifman
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Unlike the American experience there have been few history projects

in England. Although the Schools Counc41 for Curriculum and Examinations,

ninoe its foundntien in 1061, has played n major role in launching research

and development nrojects in many areas of the curriculum, it was not until

SrPfember 1971 that the History, Geography and Social Science Project 8 - 13

(the middle yeors or schooling) was established. Meanwhile, the only other

major development r3.1 the World History-Project set up independently by the

Inner London Eenention Authority for the neriod 1970-75.--

However. in Sentemher 1972, the Schools Council sponsored with a grant

of ''78,000 over three yearn, the first na'ionol project exclusively devoted

to history for the studPnt nge range of 13 to 16. The Project team,

located at Leedo niversity, is composed of three Research Officers, Aileen

mummer, Bill Harrison and Pnter Wenham, all of whom came straight from

teaching in schools, and the Director, Mr. D.W. Sylvester, who has beer.

1,coneod from his post no 7.ecturer in the Denortment of Education at the

nniversity of Leeds.

time Secretary.

The first tank of the Project was to her -in a review of current practice

it the teaching and nxnminine of history hnthInnn the ages of 13. and 16.

'Phin investigation win the major concern of the first term, and was undertaken

Thq staff was completed by the appointment of a full-
y-

by n variety of methods. T,ocal Education,Anthorities were invited to send

411e names of schools where interesting history teaching was taking place and a

member of these oehools hnve been visited, thourh not as many as we would have

/141" liked. Questientinir" fn teacher:, and shOnnfn. Secretaries of Local

Ac,neiations of History Tent-hers and Teachers' CPntres have produced a

tpntr, 4' evidence and corrennondence which continues to arrive.

tings have taken r1 ern with Her Majesty's Inspectors for History

and information and views have been received from Lecturers in Colleges of

:,:durotion and University flepnrtments of Education and some Local Education

Anthority Advisers. The Direetor has met the Teaching of History Committee
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of the Historical Association and in January 1973 members of the team

had the opportunity of reporting their work to, and receiving the views

of, the Project's Consultative Committee which is an advisory body of

"critical friends" composed of seven history teachers in schools, six

teachers in Colleges and Universities, two Inspectors and four representatives

from `Schools Council 7.ommittees. The Cheirman was. Professor Arthur Taylor

of the School of History, Leeds University.

We have visited various Teachers' Centres and Local Associations of

History Teachers and talked with groups of teachers. This is part of the

continuing dialogue between the Project tenor and teachers. We have sat

as obseivers on the two history working parties of the Examining Boards

which are conducting feasibility studies concerning a common examination

at 16+ in place of the present systeth of two separate General Certificate

of Education and Certificate of Secondary Education examinations. The

history syllabuses, the statistics concerning the number of candidates

choosing each ontion for the last three years, and the various examining

procedures of the Examining Boards have been analysed.

We have also looked-at much of the relevant literature on history

tenrhing and on the nature of history an a discipline. An examination of

the growing material on curriculum research and development, particularly

the evaluation reports of other Schools Council Projects, has assisted us

in (-1srifying our own objectives and strategies. We have visited some

other Project teams, inclnding "Geography and the loung School Leaver"

located at Aver! Hill College, London and History, Geography and Social

grience 8-13 at Liverpool.

Certain conclusions have emerged from this initial investigation.

These not only contribute to a general review of current practice in

history teaching, but nlso inevitably influence the programme of the

Project.

The first conclusion was that the examination system is the pivot

of the Project's work, A history Project designated 13 to 16 must face



this issue squarely. Tearhers regard examinations as a paramount

priority and, moreover, will not consider chances in their teaching

nnless these relate to the examinations which their students will

take at 16+w In i.prent years there have been innovations in the

examining orhintory - for instance the growth of C.S.E. with emphasis

on course work, an element of internal assessment and teacher partici-

ration. Varied techniques of assessment, such as objective testing and

rtruetured essay nnestions hove been introduced hy some G.C.E. '0' level

and C.S.E. Boards. However, such changes have-not brought dramatic

chances in either teaching or examining methodeas a whole, and there is

still dissatisfartion amour: many history teachers. Time and again

teachers have inform 'the Project. that up to the age of 14 interesting

and flexible approaches to history can be adopted but these have to be

jettisoned once the examination course berins. Here the students tend

to concentrate on acquiring and memorising a r.nperficial outline of the

syllabus at maximum speed and there are few opportunities for the develop-

ment of historical skills snd understanding. It is also apparent from

the sample survey'which the Project conducted, that almost 95% of all

candidates, whether for C.S.E. or G.C.E. '0' level study modern history -

that is history from 1750 onwards. Moreover, this modern history tends

to hr intone or other of the following three syllabuses; British

Seri of and Economic History, British and/or Diropean History or Modern

Werld History.

It has bocnmo increasingly apparent in the course of our invest-

iration that another rritionl problem Tor history teachers is that of

syllabus making and selection of content. In an attempt to meet this

challenge the Project has decided to develop an experimental framework for

syllabus construction. We hope this will stimulate some re-thinking.

It is significant that much recent work on the teaching of history has

concentrated upon the formulation of behavioural objectives, rather than

syllabus construction.



In recent years history teaching has teen the growth of a

variety of approaches in the classroom. Some of these have, been

revivals of methods which were advocated in the early years of this

century, such as local history and the use,of documentary Source.

material. Others Are new - like the use of simulation games and

a multi-media presentation. The Project has"decided that part of

its work should revii-:w critically some of the-se approaches and,

iP some cases, produce materials for teachers and students. Initially

the Production and use of source material in the classroOm has been

selected for investigation. Although the new material Of history is

evidence from the past this essential feature often lies buried 13eneath

secondary sources in schools. Many teachers find that much of the-

commercially produced source material has serious drawbaCka,in the

classroom and that the collection and duplication'of source material s

requires a great deal of time and reprographic support, nether of which

k

is freely availel4e. *There has been a tendency to neglect the

ploitation of sources other than those of a'literary natUil. The

Projett also hopes to review fieldwork, simulation and rore_plaY,

discussion work in history and audio-Visual nidi for these constitute.

some of the approaches in which teachers seem to welcome support.:

There have been some significant advances recently IrLthe .

nrofessional development of history teachers.. The Historical Association,

besides extending its pUhlicAtion of pamphlets on the study and teaching

of history, launched a twice yearly periodirel "Teaching History" in 19b9,

's making an invelunble contribution to the teacher's knowledge of

prnct developments in his subject throhgh articles, news items and

reviews. The establishment of Local Associations-of History Teachers

hes steadily increased. There are now at least 45 such groups dispersed

throughout Britain. These Associations have done much to break down the

isolation of history teachers by promoting lecture meetings, discussion

crones and working parties, some of which have produced archive teaching

units Dor classroom use. At just under half the 540 Teachers' Centres
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England and Wales some-asKistance has been given to developments in

historYteaching, rerticularly with regard t' Local history. Some

Pentres have held in-snrviCe training courses in history. The cats
:-

1 opuing of local -rnrnurces and the production of local source materials

hoc; been undertaken. The establishment of History panels by C1S.E.

lingional Examining PonrOs hes enabled teachern nnt only to participate

17--

artiveiy-in-the develorment of syllabuses And methods of assessment, but

' her nlso facilitated exchange of ideaS by regular. meetings Of history

Jenchers from various schools. The Project hopes. wherever possible tb

sUppOrt to there fruitful deVelopMents. to

However, in the course-of investigations, many-bf the obstacles to

r; -cr!te+ prngrean in history teaching=-have been all tOO_clerli_identified4

The Project. team does nnt nnderestimate the heavy pressures on staff in

schools and in particular, the handicaps under which many history teachers

tabour. In a considerable number of schooii it is Still not appreciated

that history tesehfng renuires specialist facilities in the Same way as

Sciences, Languages and neography. New enpronches to history 'Cannot be

done,on the-dheap textbooks, chalk and a blackboard are-not enough._ Many

schools lack ahistory ben with blackout and-workshop facilities and do net

have the basic equipment of A tape recorder, film -strip /slide projector as well

es -ready access to T.V., radio, a cine projector and a record player.

Another severe constraint. to progress is the 1,Ack of adequate reprographic

services -in 'Some,Sehools. The proviAion of en electronic stencil cutter

with a duplicator and n Ovitonopier, togethr'r with clerical assistance is

essefitial. Tn some schools the allocation for history compares unfavourably

with other-subjects srd field work, an important elemeni; in historical studies )

is nnt given support.

-
Althobgh some tonal Eftcation Authorities have'done much to promote

deyelOpments in, history teaching in its area, mnny have not demonstrated a

firM commitment. Few L.E.A.'s have a Specialist Adviser or Inspector foi-
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history and, in the last two years, as far as-can be ascertained, less

than fifty Teachers' Centres have organised in-service training courses

relating to history in middle and secondary schnoln. --There are very feW

weekly part-day release schemes for teachers, to join discussion and

deuelopment working parties in history. Jt would be of immense-benefit if

museum services fnr schools could be further dereloped, a full time teacher

arnhivist appointed to Local Record Offices and Centres for archaeology and

=

historical fieldwork established. The Project believes that it would be

neglecting a vital part of its work if it did not press for improvements,

both-inside and outside schools, designed to enrich the historical experience

I students.

Recently, the formulation of aims and objectives has assumed a

-greater-intensity and precision amongst history teachers.- This has party

been in response to the needto clarify the unique contribution which

history can make-to the personal and social education of adolescents, whether

as a separate disciplineor in-an integrated or- inter- related humanities

programme. The application of
Bloom's-taxonomy of educational objectives

to history teaching in=a recent Historical Association pamphlet has been-

useful as 'a basis for discus;inn amongst teachers. The Project's invest-

irntions have revealed that these developments have begun to make a

considerable impact in some schools. In these history syllabuses not only

hove a section devoted to general aims, but also a statement of specific

objectives which plAce emphnsis on skill's to he developed rather4ban

information to be acquired. Schools are beginning to break the bonds of

the 3 R's in history - receive, remember and repeat.

It is clear that the relevance of history in terms of its use for

adblescents needs not only analysis, but also discussion and transmission

among both teachers-and students. For example, the findings of

the Schools Council Foutuiry in the United Kingdom "Young School Leavers"

published in 1968 were not at n11 reassuring. A sample of yoUng school .

leavers viewed history as one of the least useful and least interesting'
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subjects. The Project regards it as one of its prime concerns to

help teachers arrive at seasons for their belief in the value of

history for-the edtiCation of students.

The review has helped. to clarify many issues. --flOwever, it-

is incomplete and evidence is still-flooding in from all sides.

Indeed, as long as the Project is operational the investigation will

continue. However, we have begun to act upon the conclusions reached.

This programme, which is still in many respects tentative and subject to-

constant re-appraisal-, will now be outlined.

Firstly, the Project analysed-the nature-of history as a discipline and

the needs of students in an attempt to identify the educational uses -of

history lOr adolescents. This activity was not only essential for the

Project's own sake, but it was hoped that it might also provide teachers

.- with a rationale when faced by colleagues or students who doubted the

value of history in schools. These major use were isolated:

It helps to explain students' present..

It helps them to understand people of a different time andplace,

and this is a widening, and therefore valuable, social and,

educational experience.

It provides material for the understanding of human deVelopment and

change in-the perspective of time and also of the complexity of

causation-in human affairs. =

It can stimillntg leisuie interestswhich may be pursued in adult

life.

It gives experience of various general analytical skills which may

be used in othet fields..

-Secondly, the Project produced an experimental framework for syllabus

making for the 14-16 age range. In its initial discussion the Project tried

to isolate a conceptual structure to history which would either meet with

general concensus or farm a basis for the teaching of the subject.

There are indeed, generalised concepts such-as change and continuity,
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revolution and reaction and more specific concepts like trade, war and

rsvPrnment. The-Tist is endless, but few of these concepts are peculiar

to history. Moreover, there appears to h' no didCerniblestructural:

The Project decided that it could
relationship between these concepts.

not do for history bat Professor J.S. Bruner surgedted was possible for all

subjects and base the teaching on its conreptnal structure.

Moreover, the Project was not able to isolate-an adequate methodo=

logical structure for history. A.syllabus based-on a taxonomy/Of

educational objectives was considered but was rejected as-ah appropriate

basis. An obvious structure of history is chronology, but this too was

discarded. Adherence tothis%principle has been the cause of many of

the past ills ofilistory teaching in schools and the linear perspective which

it engenders is a very limited one.' - In the -end it .was decided -to construct

a- syllabus which was not controlled by concepts or objectives or chronology.

The syllabus was to be-firml.

C

ded on the uses of history for adOlescents.

The syllabus for the two -year course 14-16 involves:-

Three Studies in Modern World History.

A depth study of some period of the past.

A study in development.

A study of one aspect of the visible history around us.

It will be realised that these four relate to the first four key uses

oreviously. identified.

to one specific use and

For example, studies in

tech of the units within the framework corresponds

bears a general relation to some of the other uses.

modern World History correspond to the first use.

. -

However, it is not surrested that the only value of studying Modern World

History is to explain the present. It has other uses too, but the

contribution it can make to explaining the contemporary World is the key

focus. The fifth use, the'general analytical skills - reference comprehension,

analysis, synthesis, judgement and communication - will be practised and



developed throughout the course.

The Project has drawn up examples of content within the framework.

In Modern-World History Studies students will he expected to explore three

of these topicst

The rise of Communist China.

The move to European Unity.

Arab - Israeli conflict.

The Irish Question.

Imperialism end. Nationalism in Africa

America as a Worid-powei..

It* origins of the-Cold War.

The major objective of these studieS is the development of a historical

understanding of the present eupecially of-internationel political problems.

The depth study of one period of the past with presCribed evidential

material involves i maginative reconstruction and a biographical enquiry

showing the inter - relation -of a person to his times. `rho Project snggests

the following-tonics es examples:

Fifth Century Greece. and Pericles.

Renaissance Italy 1450. 1500 and Leonardo da Vinci

Elizabethan-England-and-_Mary Queen of Scott.

England 1640 - '1660 And Cromwell;

Britain 1815 1851 and Shaftesbury.

The American West 1846 - 1890. and Theodore Roosevelt:

-Russia.1905 ',924 and Lenin.

The objectives of this study are the development of empathy, knowledge

About values, an appreciation of the role end limitations of the individual

in history and a knowledge of a _particular period of the pasts

Examples of topics -for the in-deVelopment are:

The Story ot-Flight.

The Story of-Medicine.

The-deVelopMentW education.

The History of SCience.

_ _ _
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THe objectives include the understanding of vertical perspective and

c':lugh time and appreciation of the complexity of causation in

history.

History around us is an investigation,
involving visits to sites, of the

Visible evidence of history. A single study will be chosen. from the

following options:

Prehistoric Britain.

Roman Britain.

Castles and fortified houses 1066 - 1550

Country Reuses 1550 - 1800_

Church buildings and
furnishings 1066 - 1900

The making of theilandscape.

Town development and-domestic
architecture1700 to the present;

The objective of this element of the course is a historical underttanding of

the present, especially of the environment.

These four units comprise the two year course which is based on the

assumption'that,there will beat least two-and a- half hours per week of

history on= the timetable.

The value of this experim'ntal framework and course remains to be

proven by its thorough- application in trial schools, but the theoretical

advantages seem many. It is believed that history at this level should

involve greater variety of content and approach than traditional syllabuse6

have offered.- A variety of ways of looking at history and some of the

potentialities of history AS a discipline ere demonstrated. The student

is offered the opportunity of sampling various periods and types of history.

Emphasis is placed on enquiry in depth and skills to be developed, rather than

maximum coverage of a peri-1 of history through superficial outlines, as is

so often the case. It offers a method of constructing a syllabus which,

if.the teacher wishes, breaks out of the straightjacket of chronological
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constraints._ Eventually teachers who adopt this framework will be able to

,toose content entirely by reference veo personal enthusiasm and the

historical interests of the students, bUt for the present-experimental

period the Project will narrow the options available for trial schools.

The Project has drafted a scheme for examining this course which

is, at Present, the basis of negotiation with the Examining Boards. It

is very much. hoped that P Board will adopt the constructive role of agent of

change and accent the Project's assessment promramme. It is expected

that these will be nninllel G.C.E. "0" lovel end C.S.E. pilot.examinatiOns.

The examination proposed by the Project contains a structuraicourse

work element iihi.eh carries40% of the marks. It includes the submission

of a folder of work on the 'History Around US' option, together,with_an oral

estamination. Other pieces of work-are based on the three remaining studies

end include evidence studies. a current affairs' diary, the 'complete assignment

work in one study in Modern World History. a biographical study, and-presentation

of landmarks of chance ::,11 some aspect of the development_ study. - The.external_

ryrmination has a weighting of 60% and includes two papdrs. Paper I, of

2aheurs duration, examines the syllabus and includes three.essays, and four

structured questions, one of which is based on maps, two on graphs', Visuals,

and statistics end another on prescribed evidential material. Paper II 1.6

entitled "Historical Method" and carries ?09 of the marks awarded in the

external examination. In the first part of this paper there wil be

nnestions requirinm short answers on types of evidence, the classif cation of

sources, the chronolomiCal conventionsand historical terminologY.'

quentionS involving the exercise of historical skills upon unseen evidence

relating to one subject form the major part of this paper. It will be seen

that the examination is based wvariOus methods of assessment which test

historical skills es well cc historical knowledge. The provision of

structured course work in a new departure in nosessment in history.

_ _
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The Project hopes to work with about 20 to 25 schools grouped in

five or six clusters in different parts of the.country so that the schools

may easily COmpnrn nxperience and offer each other mutual support. Local

Flncation Authorities are now being invited to suggest schools to participate

in the trials beginning in September 197'. The Project is anxious that

the trial schools should ha given every possible support in view of. the

fact that innovs'inn freonently produces stress. In order to try to

ensure effective sUpport in respect.of working conditions, the Project has

drawn up a list of minimum requirements for trial schools which includes:

History departments in schools should possess a tape recorder,

filmstrip projector and adequate blackout, and workshop

and exhibition facilities.

History departments should have ready access to an overhead projector,

record player, radio, T.V. cameras, cine projector and repro-

graphic equipment including a photocopier, electronic stencil

cutter And a duplicator, together with operative'assistance.

There should be a special allocation of money for the duration of the

trials to cover the costs of additional equipment mentioned above,

to purchase published materials, to pay for field work and visits

and to cover the costs of teachers attending briefing conferences.

Day-release schemes should be established for teachers involved in

trials to meet regularly in local groups, probably at a

Teachers' Centre to discuss progress and prepare and evaluate

materials.

The part-time release of `one specialist historian to work as co-

ordinator in each 'cluster'.

-Trial school teachers to be released from teaching duties, to attend

Project Conferences in Leeds

The Project will work with Trial Schools in two ways. In the school

year September 1973 to July 197k, the Project will, in conjunction with

Trial Schools staff,"working in their localities, develop and try materials
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relating to the use of sources in the classroom, and to fieldwork activities.

Such work will involve the age group 13 - 14 in trials which, it is estimated,

will last for half n term in each-of the three terms. During this year
.

trial school teachers will be invited to subject their existing third year

course to scrutniin the light of the framework for syllabus making

suggested by the Project.. This year of work should enable strong personal

end professional links to he established between the Project team and trial

schools teachers. In the school years September 1974 to July 1976 trial

schools will follow the two year course which will lead to examinations at

fi.C.E. '0' level and C.S.E.

The Project teem intends to produce materials for teachers and

students to support work in the classroom and in the field. In addition

to providing teachers with n rationale for making evidence, in-all its varied

forms, central to history teaching, the Project 'lopes, by producing exemplar

materials for the pilot work in the Third Yenr end the subsequent-two year

course, to give them some tools with which to do the job. These materials

will supplement the vast amount of historical publications on'themarket.

They will be largely of an evidential nature and will carry structured

questions for students;. Tt is adequate materials of this type which seem

to hP most sorely needed in schOols.

Work has begun on an introductory unit - "What is History"? - to be

tried out in September 1973. This is designed to give students some

understanding of historical methods to develop the, idea that evidence

forms the core of the subject. and to introduce students to the skills and

epproaches which will be rrantised and dowlorPd during the Third Year

'and the fourth and fifth yPer course. -This Unit will contain case

stwlies in historical detactie work, studien in the use of evidence and in

interpretation and hies, together with materials to assist students to ask

historical questions and to nnderstand chronological conventions. Work is
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hoginning on a trait eontaining teacher materials to act as a basis for

the appraisal of fieldwnrk in history.

The disseminntinn of the Project's prorramme is already occupying

n high priority in the tenm's deliberations. Recent literature

concerning the experience of other Projects in this field is proving

iiseful for developing n strategy. The first essential is to ensure that

trial SchoOls reeeive the heIt possible support from the Project and the

T.rusal Education Authorities in order that n cincleus of activity is firmly

rooted in each"olnster". 'Systematic professional development through

Attendance at p,ojoct conferonces, visits by members of the Project team to

schools and regular moetings of teachers in, the locaity is vital. It is

expected that the following factors will receive earnest consideration:

the uses of history for adolescents.

the development of historical skills And insights.

the use of historical evidence, in All its varied forms - documentary,

artofectual, pictorial-- in schools.

a varied npprosch to history in respent of methods and content.

the production And evoluation of mnteriAls for classroom nee.

the development of n mini-media arPronch.

imagination disciplined by evidence.

the advantAres and disadvantages of documentary source material.

the value and practice of field work and practical work in the

classroom.

the provision of individual learninr in history.

the implicationn of mixed ability groups in history.

the promotion of discussions in history.

history for the less. Able.

the place of history es a subject And discipline in integrated

schemes.
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the nurpose of, and techniques of nnsnsnment ink examinations in

history.

Regular worl-lhon nnd discussion sessions will be organised by the

local co-ordinater whose enthusiasm and expertise will be of .vital im-

nortancELto the work in each clusteig It is hoped that the co-ordinator'

010 may be P Scrier History Teacher, a Lccturnr in a College of Education,

a wardec of a Teachers' Centre, or an Advisor with a specialist interest

in history, will,have sufficient time allociltion to identify and exploit

'lin resources of the locality systematically. For example, he may enlist

the active support of the Local Association of History Teachers. It is

hoped that history lecturers in Colleges of Education and University

Departments of Education in the neighbourhood of trial schools will become

involved and asthey are responsible for tLe professional training of

teachers, they could do much to disseminate the ideas of the Project.

Later in its life the Project hopes to have associate schools which

will experiment with the programme, but will not expect to have the same

amount of support from thecentral team as the trial schools. Various

other strategies of'dissemination are crystallising. Preparations are

underway to make A pilit film for teachers on the framework of the

syllabus. It is hoped that other films will he produced to illustrate

aspects(); the ProjeCt's work; Moreover, the Project will present for

publication to the Schools Council, various pamphlets on aspects of the

teaching and examining of history. The Project intends to lead dis-

cussions, organise workshops and participate in-in seryice education courses

throughout the country as fully as limited time and resources allow.

Articles concerning aspects of the Project's work in educational

journals like "Teaching History" and exchange of views with professional

groups such as the Historical Association, local Associations of History

Teachers and H.M. Inspectorate will help to bring the work of the Project to

a wide audience. The publication of a termly newsletter will begin shortly.

A
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It is hoped that history teachers who have worked in trial schools

and have participated in workshop sessions in the local network, will be

ready and able to take en increasingly active role in leading teachers'

discussion meetings and speaking at Conferences. This is of vital

importance in view of the limited life of the Project. Once the central

team in Leeds has been disbanded, schools wishing to adopt the Project's

course the publication of classroom materials, modified by use

in the trial schools of great assistance. Furthermore, the existence

Of Examination BOords which have had experience in examining the Project

and which continue to offer and under write a tried and tested examination

for schools should prove in the long run to be of paramount significance

in the dissemination process.

The evaluation of the Project will be undertaken in various ways.

The examination and the Examining Boards will provide one source of

evaluation. One member of the present team hopes to appraise the complex

organisational factors which contribute to the success or failure of the

Project's programme in trial schools. This'evaluation will not be highly

statistical in nature and will probably take the form of case studies of both

individual schools and also the clusters. It will include analysis of the

snprort given to the implementation of the Project's programme in trial schools

ft within (resources, teachers' commitment, headmasters' role?) and without

(L.E.A. and Project teem). If funds are forthcoming, it is hoped to appoint

an additional member of the team to evaluate the Project's materials in

relation to the individnal development of nunils in trial schools.

The Project already intends to apply for an extension of its life.

Tn (wder to give full support to schools. and to undertake meaningful

dissemination and nyAlnptinn, at least one year, in addition to the three

already projected, is necessery. The main hope of the History Project is

to give support to teachers. It aims to help'teachers make use of what is

host in current practice in. the teaching mtv, examining of history, and to
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mid to experimenCwifh P rrorramme which it is hoped, will serve as an

-Pxample for furthPr dew.lnrmente

1,1: 7): 73


